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The Identification of Problem Areas in the Establishment
and Maintenance of Community Residential Facilities

for the Developmentally Disabled

There are close to 200,000 mentally retarded and developmentally dis-

abled individuals in residence in institutions in the United States and of

these 82% are functioning below the educable or mildly retarded level of

intelligence (Klaber, 1969). Historically, nearly all severely retarded

and multiply handicapped persons have life-long dependency and for them

some form of publicly supported residential care '4ecomes necessary if their

rlrents die or are unable to care for thr'm at home. Indeed, gyman, O'Connor,

T,rjan, and Justice (1972) have shown the probability is extremely high

that a person with an IQ of 50 or less wtll need nome form of residential

care during his life.

Moreover, the life expectancy of the moderatcly and severely retarded

i:, greater than it vas a few yes.rs ago (Yarjan, Eyman & Miller; 1969). As

these statements suggest, a very substantial proportion of retardates are

iv institutional facilities today and sone sheltered residential care will

undoubtedly remain an essential part of the service for the developmentally

disabled. "In view of the high and increasing cont of residential provision,

if for no other reanon, great attention must be paid to residential services.`'

(Tizard, 1970, p. 29)' ).

The current zeitgeist of charring services fir the retarded is reflected

in the emphases placed on the "normalization principle" by the President's

Committee on Mental Retardation (1969). Bengt lirJe (1970) defined normal-

izatdon as "making available to the mentally subnormal patterns and conditions



of everyday life which are as close as possible to the norms and patterns

of the mainstream of society (p. 62)."

In response to these needs there has been a slow but discernible na-

tional trend toward the development of community residential placements for

the developmentally disabled (Kugel, 1969; Wolfensberger, 1971). It is ex-

pected that increased emphases on the development of special living arrange-

ments will provide the opportunity to place back in the community literally

thousands of individuals who have hitherto been confined to institutions.

The provision of an alternative prior to institutionalization will mean that

in the future many individuals will not have to undergo the experience or

stigma of having been institutionalized Gantt & Kaplan, 1966; Edgerton, 1967;

Goffman, 1957, 1961).

This trend can be expected to continue not only as a result of direct

action by concerned professionals, but also because of the beginning of a

new national attitude 4oware the rights of the retarded (WashinAton Post,

l'i(2). It has long been recognized that institutions can range from humane

tratment centers (Tizard, 1970) to warehouses full of vegetating residents

(;ime, 1972). however, incidents such as those at the Willowbrook State

Lnool in New York and the Partlow State School in Alabama have given new

imnetus to a "bill of rights for the mentally retarded. . .which will enforce

a ,.ommittment to a minimal standard of decency" (New York Times, 1972).

Indeed, the Federal court decision in Alabama in the case of Wyatt versus

Stickney et. al. (1972) has resulted in the development of minimum institu-

tl )nal standardn, thrrc of Iclich lrc of particular interest here. The first

is the right of each resident to a ". .habilitation program which will

mpximize his human abilities and enhance his ability to cope with his environ-

mfnt...", the second is that "no mentally retarded person shall be admitted



to the institution if services and programs in the eater.

adequate habilitation"; and third ". the right to tit* le-sat res t. ctiv*

conditions necessary. . ."

It ahould also be noted that the larger institutioca az* mot tom' eely

target of concern over unequal rights, but community ems..: at systdema

across the country have also been under attack for era of edocatioc to

handicapped children. Two such recent cases Involved the eeemaomealta o.

Pennsylvania and the District of Columbia (The Ws tree .7=rmal, :972).

Every indication is that such concern should and lw eoe to increase.

In the face of the potential for tremendous expansi city ,:.ace-

meats, every effort must be expended to assure that such ;re4rama not oaly

meet minimal atandards but provide the epportuni normalisation of

the life experience:; of the developmentaLl uisaoIed.

As literuture .; reviewrd it becomes qu:te a7pgrent tnat ?rocrama re-

ferred to as altermktive community placements n7tve cover-et very different

type:, of :,ervices. To rive some idea, these pro5rams range free

institutionalized individuals residing wIth the:r 71p-L parents

;reeteus:7

relatives,
Coster family care, and group homes (sometimes tnewn as na:f-vay rem,

nostela, etc.), to large nurseries, nursing names ant en:vales:Int

It is recognized that any of these resident:-.1 rlatements ear;:t --vette

the opportunity for concommittment educational, or ant recreatitmal ex-

pericncea. Nevertheless, it would appear th,e far: :,y l: re, 71e9.1

roster, aid small grow, of' individuals 'ivir- in a har,.'-li*sm restterxe

n th coriunity have the cres.cst ir,ter.L.1 life ex7eriences

in line with the concept of normalization for disa.tled in-

,iividuals who have the potcntial for son,. dcrr'e intepentenee wtthout

the constunt provision of skilled nursing care.
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It is apparent thut a variety of types of information is needed for en-

lightened decision-making renarding the optimal utilization of these alter-

native. forms of cure. Over the years many studies have been conducted fo-

cusing on the concerns of real parents (Justice, O'Connor, & Warren; 1971)

and to a lesser extent foster family care (justice, O'Connor, 4 Bradley;

190; Justice, Bradley & O'Connor; 1971). In stark contrast to this is the

almost complete absence of information about group homes. There have been

no comprehensive research studies in thin area, and the only information

available relates to guidelines, for programmatic development and anecdotal

clinical statements.

In response to this need, the Rehabili.tation Research, and Training

Center in Mental Retardation at the University of Oregon was commissioned

by the >epartment of health, Education, and welfare to study the types of

cruiunity residential facilitiel existing throu;hout the nation for the care

of the developmentally disabled. For the purposes of this project, a com-

m-1itxye.pirisnce for the dovelo)menttlly disabled was defined as any cam-

mwlity based residrntial ticility which operates 24 hours a day to provide

s,,rvices to a small group of mentally retarded and/or otherwise develop-

mentally dislbled persons who are presently or potentially capable of function-

ing in the cDmmunity with some degree of independence. These living facilities

m y also be known as group homes, hostels, boarding houses, and halfway houses.

h(wver this definition does not include foster family placement typically

rvinr five or fewer dcvtiorlentnlly dis-.blea lndividuA1s. Sor does it

-1111c nurn!m; hollc :;,-rvicc:; or other forms of ,_.are which are primarily

a.rected toward meetin:; the health or health related and/or medical needs

o' the resid(nt.

The study involves two major phases, the main objectives of the first



are to identify the population of community residences and to obtain basic

information from each regarding its facilities, source of referrals, develop-

. meut, rebident gopalatiun, ant major problems. some of this preliminary

information will be used to select a smaller but representative samplb of

the population to participate in an indepth field study. As a result of

this project, community residences for the de opmentally disabled will be

described in terms of facilities, staff, residents, styles of resident life,

services and programs, financial operations, community relationships, and

ma.;or problems encountered in developing and maintaining these residences.

As a first step in the R & T Center's efforts to elucidate the com-

plexities involved in developing and operating these facilities, a short-

term workshop titled "Community Residential Facilities for the Mentally

Retarded" was conducted in July, 1972. The general purpose of this work-

slop was to bring together knowledgeable individuals in the field to identify

aid to ilicuss critical problems in this area. The identification of the

resulting problem areas which are the focus of this paper serve a two-fold

purpose:

1. They are areas of key importance to be investigated by the center

research project on community living facilities for the developmentally

disabled, and;

2. They provide the content areas for a followup workshop which will

involve a systematic effort to generate alternative strategies and possible

1utions to these probl,m areas.

A;tnou'h tentative :tratf!Gie:, for dealing with the problem areas were also

d:scussed and summarized as part of the July, 1972 workshop, appropriate

strategies will be reported in detail at a later time.
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Method

r.nrtintP

A number of individuals from HEW regions IX and X who were both leaders

in the field of mental retardation and who had some special interest and

involvement in the establishment and maintenance or community residential

facilities for the developmentally disabled were invited to participate in

the workshop. Several representatives of the federal government and other

national agencies who were working with programs for the developmentally

disabled were also invited to attend the workshop. Of the 27 participants,

15% were currently operating a community residence for the developmentally

disabled. Seventy-four per cent were state administrative level persona

who were involved in developing community residential programs while the

remaininG 11:, were involved in planning and program development at the

national level.

Other iurormation available for particirqnts included geographic lo-

calion and sex. Twenty-two per cent of the Ilrticipants came from HEW

iierion IX which includes Arzona, California, Hawaii .and Nevada while 70%

lived in the HEW Region X 143ich includes Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, and. Washington.

Eirht per zent came from the Washington, D.C. area. Twenty -six per cent

were ferale; 74%, male.

OriV1mrltea2MP3

Each workshop participant was randomly asaigned to one of four groups

who- prrposf wan Lc) gcnernte woWoms which individuals considered to be

of 1,j01. impertanc.!. Four groups were :rnlected so that the size of each

would illow the nIximum opportunity for individual participation but

would still allow for the inclusion of wide range of individuals with

different backgrounds and interests. Et:ch croup was led by a member of

the staff.
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Throughout the workshop the center's staff endeavored to provide a

training atm:sphere which encouraged and facilitated active and interactive

participation on the part of the trainees. Staff members also provided

a systematic means which allowed the trainees to generate problems which

group members considered to be of major importance. To accomplish this

goal, each of the four groups was structured in accordance with "nominal"

group procedures so that the group would act more like a collection of

individuals rather than a group in the usual sense of group dynamics. In

general, the procedures yere developed with the following objectives in

mind:

1. Each person in the small group should make a contribution to the

group product.

2. No person or persons in the group should dominate the group inter-

action.

3. Each person will be expected to follow instructions concerning

the quantity and qunlity of the group interaction in order to guarantee

a product within a given period of time.

4. The group product will be determined by a strictly democratic

process in which each member has an equal and anonymous vote.

Development of Problem Arenn

Once the workshop participants were divided into four nominal groups,

a four step procedur-1 wa:; followed in order to generate a collective answer

to the following qucition: What do you consider to be the most important

problems which presently interfere with the establishment and maintenance

of community residential facilities for the developmentally disabled in

your state?

10



The first step required that each person write down on paper his re-

sponlies to the question as stated - silently and without consultation. Five

to ten minutes was allowed for this activity. Each individual was allowed

to generate as many items as he desired.

The second step provided group members with a public display of their

private efforts. In order to accomplish this, one member of the group read

out loud a problem which he had written down during step one. A staff member

then wrote this problem verbatim for public display on a large piece of paper

that VM3 taped on a nearby wall. A second group member then read aloud one

of his problems which was also recorded verbatim. This process continued in

round robin fashion until all of the problems generated by the group members

had been publicly rqcorded.

;urin,; this round robin process, no discussion of the problems being

,:enerated WR3 permi4.tcd. Any group member could choose not to present one

'f hi:, problems if he felt that the same problem had already been nominated

y another group member. If an individual believed that his problem had some

:lade of difference in meanin;, he vas encouriv ed to present his problem. No

lrgumtnt was permitted. This second step in the process required between

.X) and 30 minutes to complete.

The third step permitted structured disc:aion about the collection of

nroblcis that had twen generai.ed, Each problem statement was reviewed se-

luentially with respect to an:' or all of the following criteria:

L. WV3 toe prIolcm Itat.ment clear?

.'. Diu th. pr,,o)em ..tnt.ment overlap wit i any other problem statement?

i. How important was the problem?

.,iscussion averaged about two minutes per problem and required between 45

minutes and an hour to complete. As a result of the process, many of the

11



problems were clurifiea with respect to their meaning and thewe modifications

were recorded for public display. A few problems were combined (by ueanemous

agreement only) au meaning essentially the same thing.

:'he final step within each group involved ranking the problems with

respect to importance. Procedures were utilized at this print to koseee

tee anonymity of the respondents. Each group member selected 1.0 of the

vroblems generated by hie group as beirme most important from his poem or

view, lie then wrote earn of these problems on a separate 3 x 5 card and reek

ereereU them, ausienine a value of 10 to the most importent problem end

(ne to the leeat inportent problen. The cards were then ccilettee, sheffled,

and the score; were recorded. All of the problem statements were thee renk

erderri collectively in terme of each etatmient'a total score.

At thin stage the eork of the nominal eroup was complete, ene the ee

.top seaff beeei tee tali of combinig
, the rroeucts of the four groee,s irto

nnele prouuee. In °veer to eceorplieh tell tart. item free the ter ::

r'atencnt, of -ace woe., were clueteree into colleetione cf relatel seae.:-

nes. After eoneieerine a number of alternatives, eight cetera:. ceeeeers

were deainatee. eteteeents were then writter lo represent these eisne ceesters

eenerl enou(h terme to include the indivileel it within the elester

in enoueh ter= to retain the unique itIeetity of each clester.

A ter eeepletine the operational definition of these eight clusters, eee

ff reportea the reeulte to the workshop meebera wee then participated ie

teoceure desience to fac litete tee eenera%ion of alternative SC:',;1t:2:4

ro:c .vnendations for the problee arca: identi led.

Following the worh:;hop, center staff nenbere been a more intetsive

rieew o: tne ireivedual problem statemenes generated by the fever greeps

e e-in; tee workshop. It vas the intent of thie review to identify seideeets.:
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problem areas by clustering items which had not been used to develop the

operational definitions of the eight problem clusters identified during the

workshop. Additional items from the four groups were also assigned to the

existing clusters as seemed appropriate. Some item statements of a general

nature were not assigned to any particular problem area.

Results

Normalization

The mean number of problem statements generated by each of the four groups

varied from 23 to 29 with a mean of 26. In general, however, the specific

concerns voiced by the rwoups seemed to be closely related to the eight more

gencral probl,:m area..., identified by center staff during the workshop (see

Table 1). Al four of tree groups ranked community acceptance of the normal-

izaLion proccis anont; their top five choices, and two of these groups ranked

it first. (:;ee Appendix A for a list of the statements generated by each

group, the rank ordering of the problem statements, and the assignment of

the problem statements to the general areas of concern.)

Each group was concerned that the establishment and maintenance of com-

munity relidential fRcilities for the develoomentally disabled would be most

efffetive when profecsionalo, legislators, funders, and the general community

und'rstood and accepted the concept of normalization. As stated earlier,

the concept of normalization Asserts that the developmentally disabled person

i5 nvnal being and citizen !ntitici to ex,,eri,mcing "the patterns and

comition, of evoryd:y life which are an clo3c an possible to the norms and

patf,rns of the main strewn or society." ( ;4ir,le, 1970. p. 64). One group

exp.-sse6 concern re;ardinG the resolution of conflicts, between the operational

phi;osophy of concept n(rmalization and im.tances of actual ongoing behavior

witlin the residences that restrict the rights and freedoms of individuals.

13



Table 1

Areas of Concern in the Development and Maintenance of
Community Residential Facilities for the Developmentally Disabled

Sr.- SM. .111.=.. go.

?roble-

1. fICIFIALIZ,'.7:10:1

2. LEGISLA.:,...;

3. FUNDING

4. STANDARDS

Descriptive Statement

What procedures can be used to facilitate the underata
acceptance of the concept of normalization among profe
legislators, funders, and the general community.

What strategies and procedures can be used to develop
legislation at the local, state and federal levels th,
help to establish group homes as a top priority alters
institutionalization. In particular, how and with wh,
adequate and restrictive laws be replaced.

What types of local, state and federal funding can be
developed and utilized to facilitate the effectivenes
of community residential facilities. Funding concern
construction, renovation, maintenance, client program=
of staff, etc.

What are the minimum standards of care that have and/
adopted by group homes. Some possible areas that shoe
are the minimum and maximum amount of people, the rat
to staff, the quantity and quality of services, meth*
keeping, type and degree of disability, access to cli
purposes, etc.

15



Table 1

Areas of Concern in the Development and Maintenance of
Community Residential Facilities for the Developmentally Disabled'

Descrintive Statement

What procedures can be used to facilitate the understanding and

acceptance of the concept of normalization among professionals,

legislators, funders, and the general community.

What strategies and procedures can be used to develop and change

legislation at the local, state and federal levels that will

help to establish group homes as a top priority alternative to

institutionalization. In particular, how and with what can in-

adequate and restrictive law be replaced.

What types of local, state and federal funding can be identified,
developed and utilized to facilitate the effectiveness of functioning

of community residential facilities. Funding concerns may include
construction, renovation, maintenance, client programming and training

of staff, etc.

What are the minimum standards of care that have and/or should be

adopted by group homes. Some possible areas that should be included
are the minimum and maximum amount of people, the ratio of clients

to staff, the quantity and quality of services, methods of record

keepin,;, type and decree of disability, access to clients for research

purposes, etc.
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Areas c,f C_::_ 4. rnirtcrance of

Community Pasidenti:1 Fzci:i:iea :cvelo:14:ntally Disabled (contin

5. CL :1,-.7 F:

6. z.TAF7

7. EVALUAT:'_:

8, SUFPOR:::: SERVICES

Descriptive Statement

What ;:uidelin,,s, stratesies and procedures can or have
InL:vidual client prczramminq, e.g., the me.

referral int gro:,p 1c4es, selective placement, and ev

client needs and outcomas.

What euidelines, strflte?ies and procedures have or she
established conce:-ninz the selection, training, and m
of staff for community residential facilities.

What strategies and procedures have or could be devel
evaluation of cost/benefit (quality) and cost/effecti
of community residential facilities.

What s4:zategies and procedures have or should be toll

the identification, develo;ment and/or integration of

services into a continuum of care pr group home rest

.MIIMIPM=1.WIMIMM.MMIIMMI,1111./1..1
1.

=11.011MilliaMINIVII101111111.
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Areas cf Yi.rternnce of

Community :7c.siden;i:...1 Easabled (continued)

1.7 qm-,e... ..... ...NM Au ..-0.

SERVICES

11111
illIk11=.

Dezcrintive Statement

;:hat 7uidelincs, ztrateies an! .r_ocedures can or have been developed
client prc:rammins, e.g., the mechanisms of

referral in.:t7s :Ac-.es, selective placement, and evaluation of

client needs and cutcomcs.

'fihat strtta7ies and procedures have or should be
etitabli3hed concc:.ninz the s7aection, training, and maintenance
of staff for community residential facilities.

What strategies and procedures have or could be developed for
evaluation of cost/benefit (qualit) and cost/effectiveness (quantity)

of com=unity residential facilities.

What strategies and procedures have or should be followed to facilitate
the identification, develor.ment and/or integration of supportive
services into a continuum of care 4pr group home residents.
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Another group also mentioned the particular needs to overcome parental op-

position to non-institutional core and to help the neighborhood person living

next to the facility to understand and to support such facilities.

Lejliplation

Three of four groups identified an area of concern within their first

two choices which may be summarized as what strategies and procedures can

be used to develop and change legislation at the local, state, and federal

levels that will help to establish group homes as a top priority alternative

to in.;titutionalization? Moreover, there was concern for how and with what

inaucciaate and restrictive laws can be replaced. Groups were particularly

concerned about the need to convince state officials that residential fa-

cilities are necessary and that establishing alternatives to institutional

facilities must be given a high proeramming priority at the federal, state,

anti local levels. Groups were concerned that state officials work together

and coordinate the efforts of various departments of state government and

state and local governmental agencies to develop comprehensive legislation

for improved col.munity residential services for the developmentally disabled.

The simplification of licensing and other legal procedures was seen as bene-

ficial to the development of community residential facilities.

Fund

1.57; of all items generated by the four erouna dealt with some

financial acct of th- establ4nhinrnt rind mintenam!e of community residential

All four roupr, r:olkeu at lea t one it .m related to funding

among the it top I hrce problem ':tatemente. All ;roues were primarily concerned

wnat types of local, :Ante, and feder.1 funding can be identified,

dcv(Inped, and utilizea to facilitate the effectiveness of the community

re:,Hentinl facilities. Tho funding concerns included resources needed for



the construction, renovation, and maintenance of facilities as well as those

needed for client programming and staff training - maintenance. One group

also identified the lack of funding for services to the families of the

mentally retarded as a problem.

One group was particularly concerned with how one would set an equitable

rate of pay for facilities while another group expressed an interest as to

how the financial needs of the developmentally disabled should be prior-

itized. Another finanacial problem statement focused upon the use of "seed

dollars" versus "maintenance dollars". Finally, one financial funding item

receiving a relatively low rank ordering questioned whether the community

residential facilities should be centrally (state level) or locally (com-

munity) supported.

Standards

A fourth cluster of problem statements dealt with standards for the

physical structure and level of resident care in general. About 10% of the

problem statements generated dealt with the problem of establishing standards

related to the building codes, zoning codes, fire laws, and the adequacy of

buildings. Concern was expressed that the building not only meet health and

safety standards but that its location and physical plant should meet the

requirements of a program designed to meet the needs of the developmentally

disabled individuals living there. Special consideration might be directed

toward the availability of necessary outside resources and public trans-

portation systems available to residents. Other environmental factors might

be the provision of adequate space for both individual and group activities

within th! facility.

Guid,ainel and operational procedures also need to be developed for

establishing minimum standard3 for client development and level of care pro-

vided. Individual items relating to services and staffing concerned the

19



following: the ratio of clients to staff, the quantity and quiLlIAI of se:

vices, methods of record keeping, type iald degree of disability, a 4Cee*4

to clients for research purposes. Three of the for grocaps specifically

mentioned problems related to the number of indiviauals letthim tact facility

and were concerned with the ideal number in terms of grog. ; .mterszttom

versus the number required for financial consideratiots. c=icei-med

with balancing budgets, one group also specifically mentioned the Clem

of limiting the number of disabled in any single residential facility in

order to avoid small institutions.

Client Programming

A fifth area of concern focused directly upon vat strategies,

and procedures ':an or have been developed concerning inZlYi -a,lived client

programming. Three of the four groups rated items ccncerni:4 client pro-

cramming among their firnt four choices in terms of ilepa..-Ant=e_ One

17roup identified thin problem area as the sintle nos: impertan= come:ern as

indicated by their rank ordering of individual protlem 5...zeta-met-mos. Wc.rmecTere

nearly one-fourta of the total number of item'7 generLtet hy the f: 7.77:7e

seemed to deal with individualized client rro7ramminc lusiTelI cr in

combination with the eighth problem content area, suppier.iive servtc,e1, to

be discussed later.

Individual statements relatin to the problems inyclye in inci -t- :zed

pencramming varied from the mechanisms of referral intc r7'm;7, tcmes,

s(lective placcm,l) , to the ovallintion ef cllent nee :4 &-ii ZeTzral

g):oup:; were interested to keow more about th ;.'1-1cemert tp7rcpriate

for such facilities. The:! (csired elui:lble celectlon 7-repce,L-ritg S:4 str4t-

el ier, to avoid the selectioT of the "ben*" clients and felt tnere ra;r 'zt s

tindency to "dump" certain croups. One -.-oup expresEC ccroner= fcr --e-

venting a residential placement from becominr a dumpina: cround than
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a community stepping stone for the developmentally disabled while another

group indicated a concern fcr obtaining sufficient appropriate referrals from

institutions. Placement and evaluation done by the same agency was still

another concern related to developing individualized client programing.

After specific developmental plans for individual residents in facil-

ities were formulated, it va considered eoually important to provide super-

vision and followup in order to evaluate progress and to modify the plans

over time and in relationship with the current situation. The need for

the coordination of this service over the total life span VW also specific-

ally mentioned. In addition to providing comprehensive generic services and

to making possible a continuum in the types of care available, concern was

expressed for providing specialized services for such rroups as emotionally

disturbed functionally retarded, severely retar..ed, and retarded couples.

Another group mentioned difficulties that may be associated with ndividual

plInnial when different disability groups were tlended together in the same

f. ility while another group recor:dzed that leg -.1 problenn relating to the

trLnsferability of the developmentally disabled between facilities may inter-

fe..e with maintaining effective client pro7rammihg.

Three of the four croups ranked a statement dealing with the rtaffing

of community residential facilities among their tip five rank ordered state-

Mertz. ii:sselitially all the groupn were cc-:cerned with v at guidelines,

zt :nd imv 91' 11G csncernine

3,.lection, training, anLi mqitnar.'ze of ntff for conn..inity residential

lne Iroup rarticulrtr::: mcnticned req.:ire:tents rerardirR pre-

V;OU3 trainin-, of st!Iff 8.3 a source of cor.7-ern vh!le another group was con-

cc: .ed with evaluatirel both the concern an! co-lpetence of operating staff.

'sr
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questions were also raised about how to locate and recruit able personnel

after knowing how to evaluate the potential of the prospective employees.

Initial orientation training for agency and facility staff to start programs

was a recognized problem as was inservice training and supervision of staff

to improve ongoing programa. Another issue related to staff scheduling

was whether staff should be a couple "living in" the facility or individuals

caning in to work for a shorter time period.

z.valuation.

A seventh problem area identified from statements generated by the

groups may be summarized as what strategies and procedures have or could be

developed for evaluation of cost/benefit (quality) and cost/effectiveness

(quantity) of community residential facilities. Three of the four groups

ranKed an evaluation ite among their top eight rank ordered problem stater

ment.,-.. however, one 0-onp did not specifically mention any statements

iuentifyinr, evaluati'm n a problem for community residential facilities.

.since this area c..)hcei.n in related to each of the three preceding content

,tress of standards, client programming, and staff concerns, the fourth croup

may have felt that evaluation was implied in some of their other statements.

However, since some relatively high ranked statements generated by other

group: focused more directly on the specific needs for the evaluation of the

community residential facilities in terms of quality and quantity of ser-

vices provided, evaluation wan identified as a separate content area.

r-roup; wiro cflncorwd with the need frir accountability in in-

nicatinc; colt effeetivene3, they see' ,v nlno aware. of the need to allow for

indiv'qual differences, creativity, and innovation both across different

facil'ties and across various aspects of the evaluation within a particular



facility. One group specifically mentioned the problem of developing and

maintaining an appropriate record keeping procedure within the facility

to allow for evaluation. Another group was concerned about evaluation com-

pleted by the same agency th,t placed individuals within the facilities.

Supportive Services

An eighth problem area concerned what strategies and procedures have

or should be followed to facilitate the identification, development, and/or

integration of supportive services into a continuum of care for group home

residents. Three of the four groups generated at least one problem state-

ment appropos to this area within their top seven rank ordered problem

statements, and one of the groups identified it an the single most important

problem area as indicated by their rank ordered statements.

Individual statements categorized under the supportive services problem

area included a number of Piirly general statements such as concern for co-r .

ordination of support services in the community for the total life span of

the client and concern for providing comprehensive generic services. A

number of the problem statements were more narrowly focused upon the problems

of providing specific supportive services such as medical-dental care,

counseling, guidance, and )rotective services. The need for providing public

ettucation for all develommtally disabled and/or physically handicapped

persons we mentioned by s,!veral groups as was the need for providing other

trainini; programs and meaningful employment opportunities.

:.any (X the i:1,iividwo st.rs.emrnt; included in the supportive services

problem area were also closely associated with the problems involved in

(irol,.ping and maintainin appropriatc individualized programs for residents

di.cuaski earlier in the fitth problem area. Generally, however, this

ei,:htn problem area focused upon the strategies and procedures necessary to

23
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implement the plans established for individual residents whether the services

are provided within or outside the community residential facility.

A total of eight. problem statements were not assigned to any particular

problem area summarized during the workshop. Most of these items received

relatively low rank order position in terms of importance to group members.

In fact, five of the eight items were ranked in the top 10 problem state-

ments by only one or by none of the group members who originally generated

the items. None of these eight items seemed particularly related to one

another nor did any one item seem to identify an additional problem area of

major sicnificance. Instead, these items were such general statements that

they could encompass several of the stated problem areas, but did not add

new content to any one of them. For example, the item concerning how to

get the faciliticn established reiterated an overall concern for community

residential facilities but offered no specific problem statement. Like -

wise, an item such as the need for equal treatment (proprietary and non-

profit) could refer to the problem areas of legislation, funding, and standards

but remained va4ue concerning the specific intent of the 'statement.

Summary

The Rehabilitation Research and Training Center in Mental Retardation

at the University of Oregon conducted a short-term workshop to elucidate

the complexitius involved in c:.tablishing and mrintaining community residential

rlci:ities for the deveiornent Ily disabled. C' rater staff endeavored to

provtde a training atmosphere which encouraged rind facilitated active and

interactive participation. The trainees were chosen to attend the workshop

24
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on the basis of their leadership positions in the field of mental retarda-

tion and their special interests and iovolvements in community residential

programs. "Nominal" group procedures were employed to structure the group

process, and a carefully controlled procedure was followed by four small

groups in order to generate and rank order problem statements. Center staff

members reviewed all 104 problem statements generated by the four groups

and clustered most of the items into the following major problem areas:

normalization, legislation, funding, standards, client programming, staff,

evaluation, and supportive services. Eight individual statements were not

assigned to any particular problem area because they were general in nature

or vaguely worded. Finally, the importance of each of the problem areas in

the establishment and maintenance of community residential facilities for

the developmentally disabled was discussed as were the interrelationships

existing among the various problem areas.



APPENDIX A

Problem Area And Rank Order of Each Problem

Statement Generated by the Four Groups



Key for Appendix A

The problem areas are labeled as follows:

1. 111 Normalization

2. is Legislation

3. 111 Funding

4. mg Standards

5. = Client programming

6. is Staff

7. = Evaluation

8. = Supportive services

N.A. = Not assigned

The descriptive statements for ea01 of the eight content areas is
provided in Table 1 of the text.
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Problem Area and Rank Order of Each Problem
Statement Generated by Group A

Problem
Area

5

4

3

5

1

6

3

5,7

5

5,7

5

6

6

5

Hank
Order Problem Statement

1.5 The need to develop specific developmental plans for
individual residents in facilities.

1.5 The development of uniform standards of care, Includ-
ing access of residents for research purposes, for
categories of community residential facilities.

3

5

5

5

7.5

7.5

9.5

9.5

12

12

How to set an equitable rate of pay to facilities.

Programs for clients in facilities.

Conflicts in operational philosophy for community
live-in activities.

The most effective method of training caretakers.

Sources of funding for facilities.

Evaluation of client programs.

Requirements regarding previous training and in-
service training of the operators and thei.0 super-
vision.

Screening for placement.

Placement and evaluation being done by the same
agency.

Providing specialized services for the emotionally
disturbed functionally retarded.

12 Access to the clients for research purposes.

34.5 Recruitment of personnel for facilities.

14.5 ;:ecessity for qualified employers in the hone.

16 A:inumirr; rcrddents aren't involved in work, school
etc., teen what activities could they be involved in
within the group homes.

1,6 17 How can community involvement and support best be
accomplished.

4 18 Facilities, building codes, zoning codes, fire laws
and adequacy of buildings.

2
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Problem Area and Hank Order of Each Problem
1;tatertent (lenerated Ly Group A (continued)

Problem Rank
Area order Problem Statement^m ...new

5,c3. 19

20.5

3 20.5

5 22.5

4 22.5

8 24

4,7 25

2 26

N.A. 28

N.A. 28

N.A. 28

T'roviaing eompr,aenive reneric servic,:bs.

tiow to convince :;tats officials that residential
facilities are necessary.

Should the facility be centrally (state level) or
locally (community) supported.

Providing public education for all school mile
residents.

The n=ber of people in each home.

Delivery of services to rural families seeking
residential care for family member.

Record keeping procedures for individual group
names.

1)w to get state officials to work together.

How to get the facilities established.

The number and location of facilities and the
priorities for establishing them.

The nature of the organization, nonprofit,
profit, etc.
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Problem Area and Rank Order of Each Problem
Statement Generated by Group B

4111.1.-
Problem Rank

Area Order Problem Statement

IIMMEIMIN.INAIMM

1 1

2,3 2

5,8 3.5

8 3.5

5

6

2,6 7.5

3 7.5

To effect change in tradition of society in general
and professionals in particular.

To develop comprehensive legislation along with
adequate funding.

The problem of providing supervision and follow-up
for facilities, clients, and programs.

The need for education for all developmentally dis-
abled and/or physically handicapped persons.

To harness able personnel to administer programs.

Recruitment of staff for community residences.

Need to coordinate various departments of state
government and state and local governmental agencies
to improve service3 to people.

The problem of prioritizing funding needs of the
developmentally disabled.

6 9 Develop staVf training programs to upgrade the level
of community residential care.

5,8 10 The problem of preventing a residential placement from
becoming a dumping ground rather than a community
stepping stone for the developmentally disabled.

8 11 The problem of providing community residential service
in rural areas.

5 12.5 Fitting homes to the needs of clientele in order to
avoid dehumanization.

8 12.5 To develop manalement and communication systems that
will generate effective administrations.

4 14 '1o. of eraablishing standards relating, to;
(1) pnvsical plantl and (2) the emotional attitudes
and motivation of operators.

7 15.5

7 15.5

Uniform ,!valuation procedures allowing for creative
differences in residential facilities.

The need for accountability to indicate cost -
effectiveness.



Problem Area and Hank Order of Each Problem
Statement. Generated by Group A (continued)

Problem Runk
Area Order

7 17

8 la

3 19

3 20

1 21.5

5,8 21.5

5

4.1 . . /10.00111.

Toblem Statement
.1111111.1h/..111.411.11111=1,011

!4easuring the extent of attainment of objectives
for educational or vocational programs.

Problem of providing medical service to community
programs.

Finding the means to fund construction or remodeling
necessary for group homes.

Problem of acquiring adequate funding for potential
residence of community facilities.

Selecting a site for the facility that promotes a
sense of community involvement.

Coordination of residential facilities making pos-
aible a continuum in the types of care.

23.5 Concern for the problem of blending different dis-
abilities together.

3 23.5

5 25.5

4

Funding to improve programming and staffing.

Legal problems relating to transferability of the
developmentally disabled between facilities.

25.5 The problem of limiting the number of disabled in
any single residential placement to avoid small
institutions.



Problem Area and Rank Urder of Each Problem
Statement Generated by Group C

Problem Rank

Area Order.
41.111...*,

1

2 2

3 3

1 4

7 5.5

N.A. 5.5

7 7

5,8 8

6 9

N.A. 10

5,8 11.5

1 11.5

qoiwmmw.s.o..oiaPMWrqiOww..r-OW 4,1.1, ...a - -........

Problf m Statement

Developing, coordinating, sand finding parallel sup-
port structuren in the community for the total life
span of the client.

Establishing alternatives (group homes, half-way
house, etc.) to institutional facilities as a clean
cut programming priority at the federal, state and
local level.

Sources and methods of funding.

Development of community, family, and professional
(staff) acceptance of the principle of normalization.

Developing and administrating flexible guidelines or
standards for evaluating group homes with regard to
the quality and appropriateness of the program. These

standards will allow for individual differences,
creativity and innovation.

What problems are created by the use of community
residential concept in relationships to the client.

Evaluation as to program effectiveness. Levels of

evaluation. Cost effectiveness for the individuals
treated.

What kind of activities should be available within
the living situation.

Initial orientation training for agency and facility
staff to start programs.

Systems for the operation of facilities (who operatPs-
private, public) The basic operational procedures
that vill be employed to facilitate the effective
functioning of community residential facilities.

Coordination of this service for the total life span.

How to get the neighborhood person living next to the
facility to understand and support such facilities.
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Problem Area hnd Rank Order of Each Problem
Statement Generated by Group C (continued)

Problem Rank
Area Order

5 13

5,8 14.5

2 14.5

5,8 16

6 17

6 18.5

6 18.5

1 20

5,8 22

6 22

4 22

/41,m.....

.14.4414.0.-.1f

1110101.1111.111.1af

Problem Statement

iquitable nelection procedures and strategic. (to

avoid selection of the 'best' clientc).

Developing referral and follow-up processes (whose

responsibility and what sort of activity).

Simplification of licensing procedures (and other
legal aspects) in order to establish group homes.

Should an aavisory board be developed to organize
and develop and monitor this concept within a given
geographical area.

How do you train operators?

Should staff be a couple living in (24 hours) or on

a eight hour basis.

How do you locate staff for this type of care?

Overcoming of parental opposition to non-institutional
care.

Selection of a broad base by community support through
an advisory board.

Means of assuring operating staff are concerned and
competent.

What set of guidelines (operational procedures) need
to be developed?

v3



Problem Area and Rank Order of Each !rot.::1
Statment Generated by Oro,:r

.....
} 'rob). em Rank
Area Order iattm-0,-;

111.1.6

11,1111.1.-.}.111A.

1

2

3

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

DeveIonment :r
r.

Inadequate anclor r-rtrct.ve :tate

ordinancer.

Lack of money fcr
for residential facilitier.

Lack of appropriate resizr. '..tl fazilitles rr-4-rans

for certain seemeLts of nentt:ly retarit severe,

emotionally disturbea,

Adequate staff trsini4z rleTelc.pres-..

8 6 Adequate supportive servs: :f

counseling, cuicance, r.r:tectiTe serr::es.

8 7 tleaningful employment oTncrt..initiem f:r me,n4;ally

retarded.

3 8 Lack of funding- for servicer ft:111:

the mentally. retarded.

5 9 Appropriate placement prc,ce:.:..res.

8 10 Too few community residence:, es7,e.c.isllT ir_

lyinc rural counties.

2,4 11 Lack of licensing and stanzar.ds.

5,8 12 Failure to "track for life' :;_rocressiTe,
of care as needed).

ocatl=usl

4 13.5 Development of standards f :r cli t- ems

(level of care).

3 13.5 Location of grant resources.

5,8 15.5 Inadequate knowledge for proigramn_inc for !Amery 'f.9.

N.A. 15.5 Program for community certification.

3 17.5 Inadequate rate systems for payment for 7-.A......1ty

programming.



Iroblem Hank

Area Order

N.A.

1

3

30

Problem Area and Rank Order of Lach Problem
Statement Generated by Group D (continued)

Probl*. " c....evItent

Imbomame. 111..

17.5 Opportunity rot. e,.;ucs.t:on :,ror-rnm

for commun

19.5 Numbers in homes (ideal vs. economically).

19.5 Need for equal treatment. (proprietary and non-profit).

21.5 Social problems of adu:ts (e.g., dating, courtship)

within residential settings.

21.5 Sources of funding, (state, local ..)r national) and

implications for rate structure.

N.A. 24.5 Program development, expansion, fundinl.

5,8 24.5 Obtaining sufficient appropriate referrals from

institutions.

3 24.5 Seed dollars vs. maintenance dollars.

5 24.5 Tendency to "dump" certain cro..ms.

35
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